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What is ISE – the Brazilian Corporate
Sustainability Index, by B3
• An index that measures the average return of a theoretical
portfolio of shares of B3 listed companies, selected for their
positive profile on sustainability practices.
• It is not a measure of an individual company’s performance
on sustainability, nor a ranking mechanism.
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ISE’s portfolio selection process

• Up to 40 companies among the issuers of the 200 most liquid papers of B3 can
integrate the ISE portfolio, which is balanced to avoid excessive concentration
and renewed annually.
• Once the portfolio is composed, relevant facts that may recommend the
exclusion of some company are analyzed and treated according to their severity.
• Transparency of the companies' responses to the questionnaire provides a
further source of assurance as to the consistency of the information and a
service to the market.
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ISE’s questionnaire ‘dimensions’ and ‘criteria’
GENERAL
commitments, alignment, transparency, ethics & integrity.
NATURE OF THE PRODUCT
personal impacts, diffuse impacts,
precautionary principle, consumer information.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
ownership, board of directors, audit & supervision,
conduct and conflict of interest.
CLIMATE CHANGE
policy, management, performance, reporting.
ENVIRONMENTAL
policy, management, performance, legal compliance.
ECONOMIC-FINANCIAL
policy, management, performance, legal compliance.
SOCIAL
policy, management, performance, legal compliance.

72
indicators
comprising
200+
questions

CISE’s decision-making matrix: combining overall
performance + dimension level + qualitative
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Tracking companies’ quantitative performance
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Tracking companies’ quantitative performance
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How are SDGs addressed in ISE’s questionnaire:
1. In 2015, 2016 and 2017: one question on how company’s
voluntary commitments were taking SDGs into account
2. Since 2016: mention of SDGs in the criteria for value chain
management
3. Since 2016: review of the questionnaire in light of Agenda
2030 BUT AVOIDING to “tag” questions with specific SDG
since this could convey a fragmented approach to them.
4. Starting 2018: specific set of questions exploring how a
company integrates Agenda 2030/SDGs into its directives

How SDGs are addressed in ISE’s questionnaire:
GER 3: Take Agenda 2030/SDGs as references to identify and integrate into
its business the relevant sustainability aspects? If “yes”à
GER 3.1: Identify relevant and direct relations between its business practices and the SDGs?
If “yes, prioritizing the most important based on a materiality analysis”à
GER 3.2: Indicate the SDGs that were identified as priorities, and,
for the group of priority SDGs, the company:
a) Has processes for integrating SDGs into strategies, goals and desired results.
b) Analyzes and addresses cross-implications between the prioritized SDG and the others?
c) Provides indicators and goals for those SDGs and their expected results?
d) Provides resources compatible with its objectives and goals?
e) Considers possibilities for cooperation to achieve its objectives and targets?
f) Develops internal training on the SDGs and their integration into its management
practices, including ways of measuring progress and communicating results?
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